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#mathscpdchat 17 March 2020 

 

How do your students learn to understand and use multiplicative reasoning from KS1 

through to KS4? 

Hosted by Simon Ball 

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

Some of the areas where discussion focussed were: 

 

where and how multiplicative reasoning ‘features’ in the mathematics teaching of 

contributors to the chat: 

• ‘in primary school we look at it each year’; 

https://twitter.com/ballyzero
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• as an aspect of teaching about fractions, ratio, enlargement, scales, place value 

… that very young children, and adults in an Amazonian tribe, naturally compare 

numbers in accord with their ratios rather than their intervals, leading to scales 

representing those ratios, rather than linear scales (as shown on ordinary rulers, 

measuring-sticks etc.) … that most people using a ‘rule of thumb’ to compare 

quantities naturally compare them multiplicatively (e.g. as ’10 times greater’) … that 

the phrase ‘rule of thumb’ is derived from the use of the thumb as a unit of 

measurement; 

• that students working on A level maths often ‘default’ to comparing numbers and 

quantities linearly (using addition/subtraction) when the numbers are clearly related 

multiplicatively … how to combat this tendency? … in earlier Key Stages using 

scaling/stretching images to represent multiplication … ‘banning’ the use of all 

formula triangles (science and maths teachers collaborating to achieve this) … 

using 2-by-2 ‘proportional rectangles’ to represent multiplicative relationships 

showing multipliers across rows and down columns; 

• if A is related multiplicatively to X in the same way as B is related to Y using 

‘multiplicative matching’ to find one unknown (for example, if 12 is ‘matched’ to 14, 

what is 30 ‘matched’ to?) … that pupils struggle to identify ‘matching pairs’ of side-

lengths when similar triangles are ‘stacked inside each other’; 

• that researchers found that in 2008/9 more than 80% of 14 year-olds were unable 

to solve simple problems that required them to reason multiplicatively; 

visual representations of multiplicative relationships: 

• using line graphs in KS5; 

• using two parallel number lines to help pupils understand and use ratios; 

• using (in KS1/2) rectangular arrays of ‘objects’ to represent multiplication of 

positive integers … that focussing on numbers of rows and columns in such 

rectangular arrays helps to establish the commutativity of multiplication … that 

moving-on from using rectangular arrays of objects to using areas of rectangles 

enables the representation of products of numbers other than integers; 

• inviting pupils to draw their own diagrams to represent products such as ’12 × 3’ 

… that such challenges (combined with other challenges such as ‘write a story to fit 

the expression’) can reveal whether or not pupils are developing the understanding of 

multiplication on which ability to reason multiplicatively can later be built; 

• that pupils who can recall fluently times-tables facts learn to reason multiplicatively 

with more ease than those pupils who can’t; 
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• that encouraging, and allowing plenty of time for, students to reflect on their 

successful use of multiplicative reasoning when ‘dealing with’ direct proportion 

helps them learn (work out by themselves?) how to cope with inverse proportion. 

 

In what follows, click on any screenshot of a tweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

 

This is a part of a conversation about two ways to represent a product and one way to 

represent a multiplicative relationship. The conversation was generated by this tweet from 

Simon Ball: 

 

and included these from  Simon Ball, Martyn Yeo and Mary Pardoe: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/ballyzero
https://twitter.com/ballyzero/status/1239993222673371138
https://twitter.com/ballyzero
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/ballyzero/status/1239993659027853315
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1239996139870568455
https://twitter.com/ballyzero/status/1239996774921748481
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1239997430126518272
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these from Martyn Yeo, Professor Smudge, and  Billy: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1239997455799930880
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk
https://twitter.com/ProfSmudge
https://twitter.com/billycubed
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1239997007953043456
https://twitter.com/ballyzero/status/1239997739695570945
https://twitter.com/ProfSmudge/status/1240052766325776385
https://twitter.com/billycubed/status/1240054873669976065
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and these from  Lisa and Simon Ball: 

 

 

 

(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the replies to that tweet) 

 

 

Among the links shared were:  

 

Slide Rule Sense: Amazonian Indigenous Culture Demonstrates Universal Mapping of 

Number onto Space which is an article about spacing numbers on a scale according to their 

ratios rather than their additive differences. It was shared by Sharon Malley 

 

Learning Experiences Designed to Develop Multiplicative Reasoning which is a useful 

document by Margaret Brown, Jeremy Hodgen and Dietmar Küchemann. It was shared by 

Mary Pardoe 

https://twitter.com/ProfSmudge/status/1240199567272001536
https://twitter.com/billycubed/status/1240200038678216704
https://twitter.com/ProfSmudge/status/1240201149065695232
https://twitter.com/Elsie2110
https://twitter.com/ballyzero
https://twitter.com/Elsie2110/status/1239998432603000834
https://twitter.com/ballyzero/status/1239998812715978753
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/05/080529141344.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/05/080529141344.htm
https://twitter.com/mathsmumof2
http://iccams-maths.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Brown-Learning-Experiences-Designed-to-Develop-Multiplicative-Reasoning-Using-Models-to-Foster-Learners%E2%80%99-Understanding-1.pdf
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary

